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Introduction to topic 

One point of interest in the study of how ports function is the role that Third Party 

Logistics (3PL) companies play.  However, I contend that a review of the literature will 

show that the term 3PL is a catch phrase used to classify the changing nature in the 

logistics industry.  More important to understand in regard to ports is supply change 

management.  The Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals (CSCMP) 

defines supply chain management as: 

“Supply chain management encompasses the planning and management 
of all activities involved in sourcing and procurement, conversion, and all 
logistics management activities. Importantly, it also includes coordination 
and collaboration with channel partners, which can be suppliers, 
intermediaries, third party service providers, and customers” 
(www.cscmp.org).   

With the onset of containerization and expanding global networks of production, the role 

of the supply chain has become of central importance in understanding how companies 

involved in logistics services function.   

The logistics industry has not only gone through dramatic changes over the last 30 

years, it is continuously changing (Skjoett-Larsen, 2001; Rondinelli & Berry, 2000; 

Hesse & Rodgrigue, 2004; Panayides, 2006).  Today the central focus is less on simply 

importing products by ship than supply chains and door-to-door service.  In today’s 

global marketplace, shippers not only want their product carried from the source location, 
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across the oceans, moved into their distribution centers, and transported to their shelves, 

they demand it in the most efficient and cost effective manner possible (Hesse & 

Rodrigue, 2004).  These changing conditions have set the stage for an expanding market 

for supply chain management where many kinds of carriers are involved in logistics 

management (Bonacich, 2008).  Because these carriers can be competitors, the value of 

the supply-chain is not based in the service a particular carrier provides, but the overall 

value a supply chain has to offer.   

A brief history of supply chain development 

            Before containerization, commercial transportation was primarily carried out in a 

break-bulk manner.  In this system, cargo was manually loaded and unloaded by a large 

labor force, by hand.  With containerization, cargo can be packed to order at the point of 

manufacture, and then transported through an intermodal system to the point of 

destination.  The process of using a pre-packed container to move goods across multiple 

modes of transportation (e.g. ship, train, and truck) is often referred to as intermodal 

transport.  This process expanded the options available to manufacturers for transporting, 

storing, and organizing the movement of goods (Rondinelli & Berry, 2000), and the 

major shift towards intermodal transport was aided with the passing of the Shipping Act 

of 1984 and the Shipping Deregulation Act of 1995.  These acts removed restrictions and 

government regulations for ocean carriers, and allowed for the expansion of international 

trade in a global economy.  As such, "Large scale deregulation of the freight 

transportation industry in the U.S. has led to major changes...there has been a 

simultaneous increase in the number of carriers and the consolidation of both the size and 

reach of the largest carriers (Zofragos, 2004).  In fact, the modern economy and concept 



of globalization/outsourcing was only possible with these key components of 

containerization/intermodalism and deregulation in place; as new strategies for 

manufacturing and product delivery (i.e. just-in-time) include outsourcing manufacturing 

to developing companies, management consolidation, and reduced inventories based on 

demand driven strategies have emerged (Rondinelli & Berry, 2000; Hesse & Rodrigue, 

2004).        

            This period of expansion and consolidation, however, led to increased 

competition among the ocean liners over the growing retail demands of the United States; 

markets were open, and retailers were dramatically expanding. However, reliable and 

frequent trade routes were expensive to maintain.  On top of the massive investments 

required to build transport ships, fuel costs are also a large burden for ocean carriers to 

bear.  To cover the high costs of ocean transport, filling the empty spaces for containers 

on the ships was crucial to shipping lines.  Shipping lines turned to retailers to make 

long-term deals to cover the transport space on their ocean liners (Notteboom, 2002).   

Filling these slots became easier for shippers with expanding retail markets in the 

U.S., but problems eventually began to emerge because the ocean liners, having gone 

through a series of mergers, were now more consolidated.  This resulted in fewer, more 

competitive, ocean liner companies that eventually led to a price war to attract the largest, 

most consistent retail accounts to fill the container spaces.  The most effective ways for 

ocean liners to cut costs, and offer a better value to their customers, was to increase their 

economies of scale; build bigger ships that hold more cargo to reduce the costs of 

crossing oceans.  Yet, this strategy was not without its drawbacks. Notteboom (2002) 

outlines how the urge to develop larger, more economical ships, led to increased 



economies of scale that have been poorly utilized.  Increased capacity led to the inability 

of shipping lines to fill their slots thus forcing them to decrease rates to attract more 

business.  But decreasing freight rates counteracted the gains possible by the larger ships, 

neutralizing profitability for shipping liners (Notteboom, 2002). 

It is important to understand the process by which the ocean liner industry has 

transformed, because this transformation has had a dramatic impact on the logistics 

industry in general.  Because the costs of ocean liners had been driven down, increased 

amount of volume followed, and the capacity of inland transportation in this intermodal 

system had to keep pace.  However, these inland modes of transportation, such as rail and 

trucking transport, are specifically bound in ways that ocean liners were not when it came 

to reducing costs.  Trucks and trains have an upper limit when it comes to the size and 

capacity of what cargo they can move at any given time; roads and train lines can handle 

only so much volume at a time.  Because the costs of inland transport cannot be driven 

down by increasing economies of scale, as did the ocean liners, the result is that inland 

transport costs are much higher for shippers and retailers than are the shipping lines, 

“overcapacity keeps a limit on ocean pricing, while inland pricing is much more cost-

driven" (Notteboom, 2002).  Since inland transportation is a vital part of the door-to-door 

system, logistics services are of substantial cost for businesses (Zhu et. al, 2002).    

Emerging 3PLs developing logistics market 

The complex system of intermodal supply chains, and the high costs associated 

with managing and operating them, has, in a way, led to the growth of the third party 

logistics industry.  Companies had to find ways to improve efficiency and reduce costs to 

be able to expand and utilize global manufacturing processes.   "It is a new phenomenon 



to have a logistics agent operate distribution of goods and related processing in order to 

deliver the right goods at the right time to the right place" (Zhu et. al., 2002).  This shift 

in the logistics industry from the focus being on cargo carriers to, now, supply chain 

management companies has been profitable; these service providers now combine the 

transport services of other companies through building a value driven supply chain 

(Robinson, 2006).   

Carriers, historically, have specialized; be they ocean liners, train carriers, or 

trucking companies.  These are all capital-intensive enterprises, and few have the means 

to diversify into, and compete in, other carrier markets.  However, “The purpose of 

engaging in third party relations is seldom cost reduction alone, but a combination of 

service improvements and efficient operation” (Skjoett-Larsen, 2001).  No longer is the 

value of transport in how cheap one carrier can move goods, but how much value is to be 

had in developing an efficient, high volume chain as “…integrated demand in maritime 

logistics goes further, to demand for the possession of goods that have been transformed 

and have improved in value through their supply chain journey, on time, at least cost in 

the right quantity/level of quality and so on” (Panayides, 2006).  For instance, some 3PLs 

have little to no capital investment in infrastructural costs; they can focus their attention 

on creating and managing supply chains to contract efficient rates through multiple 

carriers so that the fast pace and high demands of shippers are met.  "It is the chain that 

delivers the value that the customer seeks; and a portion of the price that the customer 

pays is returned as payment for the services rendered by the third party service providers 

- in the form of freight rates and charges for example" (Robinson, 2006).  It has been 

argued that because of the emergence of intermodal transport, and focus on managing 



supply chains, that the creation of value is solely in the hands of 3PLs; those responsible 

for creating profit through building and managing chains (Robinson, 2006).  

With this greater emphasis on the role of 3PLs in the logistics industry, it is 

important to understand a few things about what third party logistics provider really 

means.  One view is that Third-Party Logistics companies (3PLs) specialize in building 

and managing supply chains, and are growing in influence.  “3PLs are essentially 

middlemen who provide services to importers and exporters” (Bonacich, 2008:25).  The 

traditional division of categorizing what a 3PL is centers around the ownership of 

logistics infrastructure. Commonly, 3PLs are divided into asset-based (they own their 

own means of transportation and storage) versus non-asset based (typically providing 

consulting and supply chain management services) (Zografos, 2004).   Yet, 3PL is often 

used as a blanket term used to cover a wide range of functions that a variety of companies 

fulfill.  Essentially, any company that has clients, and manages multiple sections of the 

supply chain process is now a 3PL.  It is important to note that “Third Party logistics and 

related concepts are most often developed by researchers or consultants in collaboration 

with businesses demanding or offering third party services.  Thus, the definitions reflect 

the phase of third party cooperation” (Skjoett-Larsen, 2000).  This ambiguity in definition 

may also be because of a lack of clear and consistent definitions on the logistics industry 

in general as Panayides (2006) states that, “it has been more difficult to put a precise 

definition on the terms of logistics and supply chain management.”  Sometimes, the 

literature seems to show a division between 3PLs and carriers, other times the lines 

between this distinction are blurred.  If an ocean liner also owns trucks and warehouses, 

and manages multiple section of a supply chain (I’ll use the example of Sea Star Lines), 



they are also 3PLs.  Trends of vertical integration, defined as  "...the process of joining 

sequentially related and interdependent production units and processes under the control 

of a single organizational authority system" (Jaffee, 2001:249), seem to be developing 

because of the profitability in supply chain management; more and more transport 

companies are expanding their roles to be more inclusive of supply chain demands to 

become, essentially 3PLs. Skjoett-Larsen (2000) defines 3PL as “all logistics service 

relationships that include partnerships, third party agreements, and integrated service 

agreements,”  choosing this definition due to the difficulty in distinguishing between 

different forms of contractual agreements.  Yet, regardless of definitions, it is clear that 

the trend of logistics services being outsourced to third party companies has been 

expanding.  Most companies do not consider logistics to be a central function to their 

business; it is peripheral rather than a core competency (Skjoett-Larsen, 2001).  Thus it 

makes sense that many businesses would turn to other companies that specialize in 

supply chain management.  Outsourcing these services is especially useful where there is 

fluctuation in production and demand, because 3PL shipping practices are more adaptable 

to changing market conditions (Skjoett-Larsen, 2001) 

The new market (demands for logistics) 

As previously discussed in the logistics industry, the new focus is not on the 

added value of any particular company, but is now on the overall value of supply chains 

(Evangelista, 1999:23).  Value no longer means finding something for cheaper, but that 

strategic decisions can be made in the customization and flexibility of services that 

increase profitability (Skjoett-Larsen, 2001).  This shift in the logistics industry has 

occurred primarily because of a changing market.  As technologies have improved, the 



rules of the game have changed.  Advances in communication, tracking, transport, and 

management have changed how supply chains are developed and managed.   Evangelista 

(1999) outlines how “the market has been restructured to meet the new demands of the 

global, intermodal, market,” and that logistics is no longer bound by the acts of transport, 

handling, and storage, but that many other demands have been placed on logistics 

companies, such as variable transport solutions, packaging and invoicing, and increased 

communication between suppliers and sellers that leads to greater efficiency through 

inventory control and supply chain management.  This increase in demands of this kind 

occurred because competitive advantages in the global market are no longer determined 

by cost alone, but through integrative solutions to provide door-to-door services in a just 

in time market (Evangelista, 1999) 

Rondinelli and Berry (2000) state that, “…in the wake of increasing demand by 

multinational corporations and their suppliers and distributors for seamless logistics 

service…corporations must manage their supply chains and integrate their logistics 

systems more effectively.”  One way that this increase in efficiency has been achieved 

has been the development of Just in Time (JIT) practices, where inventory for retailers 

can be replaced on a daily basis (Hesse & Rodrigue, 2004).  Such flexibility is only 

possible through advancements in technology, primarily, advances in communication and 

real time information exchange (Hesse & Rodrigue, 2004).  Yet it is also important to 

keep in mind that the advances that have enabled the current paradigm in supply chain 

management are not all high tech; management styles and operational procedures have 

also made significant impacts.  Containerization, for instance, not only enabled 

intermodal transport, the container itself is also its own storage unit; like a micro 



warehouse that provides greater flexibility in storage solutions (Hesse & Rodrigue, 

2004). 

Alliance strategies 

In spite of the major advances of technology and organization, one of the most 

critical aspects of supply chain management to emerge out of a changing market has been 

the development of strategic alliances.  Rondinelli and Berry (2000) outline the four 

major trends driving intermodal logistics: (1) economic globalization, (2) speed to market 

product delivery, (3) agile manufacturing and business practices, and (4) integrated 

supply chain management.”  It is important to note that all four of these conditions 

require a high level of cooperation among multiple business parties across the glove.  Be 

it outsourcing, just in time logistics services, flexible production practices, or intermodal 

transport across oceans, rail, and highway, no one company can do all of this alone.  

Partners and business networks must be developed to successfully maintain such an 

intricate operation.   

As such, alliances between many companies have become of central importance, 

as “gaining competitive advantage no longer depends exclusively on the level of 

integration within the firm itself, but rather on exploiting the advantages derived from 

integrating suppliers and continuous improvements in quality, cost, and delivery 

(Evangelista, 1999: 23).  Alliances are pursued not only for cost reductions in shipping, 

but also to limit risk and liability, and to expand service options to clients by developing 

contractual networks of service providers to offer a wide array of services and 

management solutions (Evangelista, 1999).  “The formation of corporate strategic 

alliances and global manufacturing networks are among the most important responses to 



global competition and among the strongest forces driving the expansion of intermodal 

transportation services.  International corporations must increasingly connect components 

of their production and distribution systems in many locations around the world” 

(Rondinelli & Berry, 2000).   

The development of a network of strategic alliances has certain benefits that make 

such endeavors worthwhile.  Evangelista (1999) outlines the key benefits of engaging in 

strategic alliance networks: To reduce/share service costs to address economies of scale 

transport issues (imagine a ship co-op), expand geographic coverage with higher 

capacity, reduces competitive pressure, allows for greater focus on internal company 

issues.   These key elements in the development of alliance networks outline why 

companies in a supply chain would be attracted to joining a larger alliance network.  “A 

network is a dynamic entity, which does not achieve an optimal equilibrium, but is in a 

constant state of flux, adapting to change” (Skjoett-Larsen, 2001).   

Alliances, which are highly vertically integrated, through contractual agreements 

with other suppliers and carriers, make it easier and more effective to fully outsource 

logistics services, and these alliances are pursued through joint ventures, minority stakes, 

and contractual agreements.  (Evangelista, 1999:27).  While the form of the alliance 

might change, and even the members of the alliance may fluctuate, the practice of 

engaging in strategic alliances is fast becoming an innovative technique to improve 

logistic services, and more of a necessity to succeed in supply chain management. 

“Cooperation between parties has become more long-term in nature, mutually binding, 

and is often combined with changes in both organization and information systems” 

(Skjoett-Larsen, 2001).   Gone are the days when a single company can go it alone and 



remain competitive in today’s global market.  Alliances and cooperation are necessary.  

Further, “The performance of a firm does not just depend on how efficiently it cooperates 

with its partners directly, but also on how the partners cooperate with their partners” 

(Skjoett-Larsen, 2001) 

The role of ports in supply chains 

Understanding the nature of supply chain management, and the companies that 

operate in the logistical market, is important when studying ports.  Ports are a critical 

point for the convergence of the supply chain and the companies that manage them.  

“Ports are complex and multipart organizations in which institutions and functions often 

intersect at various levels” (Bichou, 2004).  Also important to note is that the world’s 

ports have all developed in different economic and political environments, yet ports have 

a similar trait in that they are all key locations where logistics and supply chain 

organizations interact (Bicou, 2004). 

Ports are importance because of their physical purpose of serving a primary 

function in the supply chain.  In this, there are 2 key reasons why some ports may be 

more important than others; the physical infrastructure of the port and surrounding area, 

and the expansiveness of alliance networks of logistic service providers in and around the 

port:     

“The convergence of maritime transport and logistics may be largely 
attributed to the physical integration of modes of transport facilitated by 
containerization and the evolving demands of end-customers that 
require the application of logistics concepts and the achievement of 
logistics goals.  At the center of maritime logistics is the concept of 
integration, be it physical (intermodal), economic/strategic (vertical 
integration, governance structure) or organizational (relational, people 
and process integration across organizations)” (Panayides, 2006) 

The physical infrastructure of a port is the first reason why some ports may be more 



important than others.  A port’s location, its accessibility to markets, channel depth, port 

size, volume capabilities, and other physical logistics infrastructure such as railway, 

highway, and airports all impact the potential for growth in these transport sectors.  

(Rondinelli & Berry, 2000).  Hesse and Rodrigue (2004) maintain that the growth in the 

transport industry would never have happened without the development of roadway 

infrastructure, just as the railways fueled industrialization.   

The development of this infrastructure is being taken on by both ports and 

transport companies to turn a specific location into a more attractive point in the supply 

chain.  “Maritime Ports are taking the strongest initiative in developing multimodal 

transportation infrastructure” (Rondinelli & Berry, 2000), and  there is also an 

“increasing tendency of shipping lines to organize their own dedicated rail services 

directly, so as to attract large traffic volumes into their own home ports” (Evangelista & 

Morvillo, 1999:33).  The fact that port authorities and logistics companies are pouring 

resources into developing both the infrastructure and the intermodal capabilities of ports 

shows just how vital ports are in the supply chain, and thus the success of logistics 

companies that deal in supply chain management.  “Intermodal transportation services are 

an integral part of supply chain management in companies requiring coordinated, 

continuous, flexible, and reliable transportation, and are generating demand for new 

ports, airports, and rail and trucking terminals that integrate transportation and logistics 

services in order to facilitate agile business practices” (Rondinelli & Berry, 2000) 

Logistic networks of companies/alliances are the second key aspect of why ports 

are so important in supply chain management.  Alliance networks are often tied to 

physical infrastructure, but it is a key distinction to make that if there are developed 



alliances in a particular port, then there are value added services in the supply chain over 

the supply chain in another port.  It is the value of the location and efficiency in a supply 

chain, not a particular company or port, that attracts the business of shippers.   

Evangelista & Morvillo (1999) show that there are "significantly more contractual 

agreements in operations covering port terminal activities (57.1%) than those recorded 

for operations focusing on inland and transport activities (43%)" (p.32).  The port is a 

center for the development of the corporate equivalent to social networks in the world of 

supply chain management.  With a concentration of so many logistics providers, in such 

close proximity, often with similar or mutually aligned goals, it seems logical that 

increased levels of cooperation would emerge.   “These transshipment centers cluster 

firms providing information and communications technology, storage, repacking, 

labeling, assembling, and container loading services, and are linked by highways to 

nearby rail, air, and inland water transportation infrastructure” (Rondinelli & Berry, 

2000) 

Jacksonville Ports and their Role in the Supply chain 

Because of the expanding nature of the logistics industry that encapsulates a 

much wider range of companies to be defined as logistics experts, supply chain 

managers, or 3PLs (whatever you would like to call them), the research question seems 

less to be about the specific impact of the Jacksonville ports system on 3PLs, and more 

about the growing role in the supply chain that Jacksonville will have because of the 

expanding ports system and growth of the logistics industry.  There is a tautology that 

exists in the nature of the relationship between ports, supply chains and 3PLs.  Logistics 

companies go where the action is; if there is a booming port, shipping companies will 



move into that market.  However, expanding supply chains are also drawn to and develop 

in ports where there is both developed infrastructure and evolved logistics networks and 

vertical integration.  3PLs go where the action is; if the port systems of a city are 

expanding, and that city begins to develop alternative, cost effective means of shipping, 

then 3PLs will focus their attention towards that area. "Once the ports established 

themselves as key gateways, various logistics services were attracted to the area" 

(Bonacich, 2008:63) 

This applies to the Jacksonville Ports system because it is ground zero for the 

local logistics industry.  The Jacksonville infrastructure, its geographic location, and 

potential control over local markets with its position in the supply chain gives it a central 

role in understanding how supply chains operate, as well as how the relationship between 

the supply chain and ports system in a growing market is shaped and defined.  As such, 

issues in expanding the logistics infrastructure to meet the demands of a growing 

industry, as well as attempting to shape that infrastructure to be as efficient for the supply 

chain as possible are bound to surface.  For instance, Robinson concludes that to relieve 

the pressure on urban infrastructure, more containers should be moved on rail rather than 

by truck (Robinson, 2006).  This issue has direct relevance as the ports of Jacksonville 

are already dealing with problems around the volume of truck traffic around the interstate 

as they exit the ports, versus developing a dedicated line to move cargo out of the port 

area by rail.  

What is clear, is that as the ports of Jacksonville develop, the city will come to 

play a larger and larger role in the logistics industry as a critical point in the supply chain, 

"Freight movements and the business of third party service providers are carried out in 



chains" (Robinson, 2006). Further, as international trade routes continue to expand, such 

as the widening of the Panama Canal, the role that Jacksonville plays in the supply chain 

can only develop further.  Because of the physical and corporate infrastructure that exists 

in Jacksonville, it will become a more central port of call for larger vessels.  As more 

efficient ships cover greater distance, ships now stop at only major hubs instead of 

multiple smaller ports (Zhu et. al. 2002).  Given the recent trends in the logistics industry, 

the stage seems to be set for a period of greater expansion in the port system of 

Jacksonville.  This expansion will inevitably lead to a period where logistics companies 

are drawn to Jacksonville because of its more developed infrastructure and value added 

characteristics in international supply chains.  
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